
Ansteorra Kingdom ILoI dated 2014-01-30 

Welcome to 2014! 

 

1: Aedan Wolfden - Resub Appeal 

of Laurel Return of Device  

OSCAR finds the name registered 

exactly as it appears in January of 

2013, via Ansteorra 

Pily Sable and Or, a bat-winged 

wolf rampant gules 

Submitted through Eldern Hills 

Previous Commentary: 

Device Comments: 

Domhnall na Moicheirghe (Rocket) at 2012-10-31 19:41:47 

I see a dragon. Even if it's not blazoned as such, you can't blazon your way out of 

conflict, so on this basis it conflicts with: 

Bela of Eastmarch 

The following badge associated with this name was registered in June of 1976: 

Gyronny sable and argent, a dragon rampant gules, armed and webbed vert. 

for the Free Company of Mariners 

Alicia le Wilfulle (Red Flame) at 2012-10-31 20:01:37 

I didn't realize it wasn't a dragon until I read Rocket's comment. So I quite agree that 

this conflicts with a dragon, especially since the parts that might make it more 

identifiable as a wolf - the muzzle and the tail - are against low or no contrast areas. 

Illuminada Eugenia de Guadalupe y Godoy at 2012-10-31 23:20:41 

I saw a dragon as well.. 

https://oscar.sca.org/emblazons/Ansteorra/2014-01/Device_-_Aedan_-_BW.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/emblazons/Ansteorra/2014-01/Device_-_Aedan_-_Color.jpg
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Dubhghall mac Aodha mhic Néill (Punner) at 2012-10-31 23:32:59 

I also see a dragon. 

Odierne Lion (Red Hawk) at 2012-11-11 19:31:11 

I see a winged lion. 

Gunnvor silfraharr (Orle) at 2012-11-11 22:00:22 

The way the ruff is drawn, it looks like a lion's mane. This can be solved by 

rearranging the wings so they don't obscure the head, which necessitates moving the 

tail a bit as well. 

Tanczos Istvan (Blue Tyger) at 2012-12-27 23:18:58 

Add me to the group of people who saw this as a bat-winged lion. 

Juetta Copin at 2012-11-01 02:15:51 

Does "webbed" mean the wings are mostly green? That might be enough of a 

difference. 

Emma de Fetherstan (Wreath) at 2012-11-09 11:42:31 

Apparently not, and several conflict calls have been made in the past (long ago and 

recently both), assuming Bela's dragon is entirely gules. His submission form 

actually has "armed & langued orbed webbed vert", and then beneath that a scribbled 

"Webbed means between the toes - Vesper" 

Percival de la Rocque (Purple Mantle ; Bucina) at 2012-11-01 18:43:46 

Yep, I saw dragon and didn't realize it wasn't until reading other commentary 

Elizabeth Turner de Carlisle (Sable Chime) at 2012-11-23 17:07:11 

I'm with the folks who saw a dragon. I agree with the called conflict. 

Aryanhwy merch Catmael (Sans Repose) at 2012-11-01 04:09:43 

Very striking! I didn't have trouble identifying this as a winged wolf. 
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No conflicts found. 

Daniel de Lincoln (Troll) at 2012-12-02 01:04:00 

Oh, that's a wolf? I first thought it was a dragon, then after seeing some commentary 

I thought it was a lion. 

Gwenlliana Clutterbooke (Black Lion) at 2012-11-01 12:20:51 

I see a wolf, I would expect to see a longer neck on a dragon. 

Bruce Draconarius of Mistholme (Batonvert) at 2012-11-01 15:36:27 

Except, when the neck is backdropped by a dragon-wing instead of the field, it's a 

great deal more difficult to distinguish the neck's details. Ditto tail. 

About all we have to go with here are: it's dragon-winged, and it's rampant. Just like 

all birds displayed look at first glance to be eagles, bat-winged carnivores rampant -- 

with neck and tail obscured -- look at first glance to be dragons. 

Andreas von Meißen (Nautilus) at 2012-12-28 16:14:46 

I see a wolf in the line drawing, but the color drawing looks like the bastard love-

child of a wolf, lion, and dragon and is not immediately identifiable as a wolf. 

Alisoun MacCoul of Elphane (Metron Ariston) at 2012-12-30 21:15:21 

Well, the monster lacks the spininess of the dragon, but considering how many of the 

identifying features of the wolf lie either on the wings of the same tincture (head and 

non-draconate tail) or are on the low-contrast portion of the divided field (the back 

where one would expect to see spines on a dragon), I can see why the strong 

possibility of confusion. 

And, if you parse this as a winged lion, as those who did not see it as a dragon tended 

to do, I suspect this would run headlong into the badge registered to Edward the Red 

through Ealdormere in April, 2008 ("(Fieldless) A winged lion segreant maintaining 

a spear inverted gules."). As no difference is derived from the maintained charge, I 

would think that the two really differ only by the field. I note that, while the wings 

here are battish or draconate, they are not all that different in outline from those in 

Edwards's badge which can be seen 

at https://oscar.sca.org/index.php?action=145&id=4817. And the differences are even 

more diminished because the wings lay largely on the sable traits of the field. 

https://oscar.sca.org/index.php?action=145&id=4817
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2: Alessandra de Lambardi - New Name  

Submitter desires a feminine name. 

No major changes. 

Submitted through Hellsgate 

Alessandra - Italian Renaissance Women's Names by Rhian Lyth of Blackmoor Vale 

www.heraldry.sca.org/names/italian.html 

Lambardi - Surnames from a 16th Century Italian Armorial by Coblaith Muimnech 

www.s-gabriel.org/names/italian.shtml 

www.coblaith.net/names/itsur/default.html 

The above submission has images. To view them, see the URLs below: 

#2  https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-41-55_Name_-

_Alessandra_-_doc3.jpg 

 

 

3: Antigone of York - Resub 

Appeal of Kingdom Return of 

Device  

OSCAR finds the name on the 

Ansteorra LoI of September 30, 

2013 as submitted. 

Purpure, a hummingbird and on a 

chief argent three fleurs-de-lys sable 

Submitted through Steppes 

Original Comments: 

Device Comments: 

https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-41-55_Name_-_Alessandra_-_doc3.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-41-55_Name_-_Alessandra_-_doc3.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-41-55_Name_-_Alessandra_-_doc3.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-41-55_Name_-_Alessandra_-_doc3.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/emblazons/Ansteorra/2014-01/Device_-_Antigone_-_BW.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-41-55_Name_-_Alessandra_-_doc3.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/emblazons/Ansteorra/2014-01/Device_-_Antigone_-_Color.jpg
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Gunnvor silfraharr (Orle) at 2013-08-01 23:53:11 

This very modern style bird is more sable than argent. I recommend a redraw with 

just the basic detailing. 

Etienne Le Mons (Vexillum) at 2013-08-02 07:18:44 

Purpure, a hummingbird rising and on a chief argent three fleurs-de-lys sable. 

1: Image 1 

Lillia de Vaux (Diademe) at 2013-08-05 12:27:15 

There is an SFPP for the use of the New World hummingbird. 

Jeanne Marie Lacroix (Noir Licorne) at 2013-09-02 23:41:03 

I'd call this rising, not hovering. From the Dec. 2007 CL: 

Hovering: the wings addorsed, the body sort of palewise but embowed, and the tail 

tucked forward under the belly. This term may only be applied to hummingbirds. It is 

granted no difference from rising. 

Rising: the body bendwise, wings elevated and addorsed. In other words, the bird is 

"taking off" from the ground. If present, the feet are shown beneath or slightly in 

front of the bird. The feet are generally absent for hummingbirds, though they are 

almost always present for other birds. 

Attached is one of the hummingbirds I reblazoned that month as hovering (Eleanora 

Valentina Beota). At least that is the posture I intended to be represented by 

hovering. 

1: Image 1 
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4: Aoifie Inghean Tuathail - Resub 

Device  

OSCAR is unable to find the name, 

either registered or submitted. 

Gules, in chief two swans naiant 

respectanct above a chevron in base 

argent, in base a swan naiant argent 

Submitted through Eldern Hills 

Original device comments: 

Device Comments: 

Gunnvor silfraharr (Orle) at 2012-08-31 10:48:27 

This is really not good period style. I am unsure whether under SENA the submitter 

would need to document a divided field in which a part is gyronny. At any rate, were 

the sable chevron not present, it would be much more clear that on the dexter just 

below the fessline we have a gules gyron touching the gules base of the per chevron 

field, which is a no-no. He'd do better to make the top bendy or chevronelly or some 

such. 

Reblazon: Per chevron gyronny of twelve gules and argent and gules, on a chevron 

sable two feathers in chevron and in base a swan dormant reguardant argent. 

Tanczos Istvan (Wreath Emeritus) at 2012-09-01 08:18:17 

I'm not really sure this field is blazonable. The top half is not "Gyronny of twelve 

gules and argent", it's what would be that if it wasn't part of a divided field. It's like 

they took a gyronny of twelve piece of cloth and cut the top half of it off to use to 

make this. Would a heraldic artist draw 12 traits above the line of division, or the 8 

traits that appear in the emblazon? I'm not sure I've seen gyronny used for only part 

of a field in period, so I'm not sure how to blazon it. Perhaps "of eight traits" will be a 

signal to the heraldic artists that we want eight things showing up. 

Quills, heraldically, are things that yarn is wrapped around, like 

this: http://www.joelsperkins.com/Merchant2/graphics/00000001/DSC00125.jpg so 

http://www.joelsperkins.com/Merchant2/graphics/00000001/DSC00125.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/emblazons/Ansteorra/2014-01/Device_-_Aofie_-_BW.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/emblazons/Ansteorra/2014-01/Device_-_Aofie_-_Color.jpg
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they're not blazonable as quills. They aren't quill pens, because quill pens have the 

barbs stripped back so there's room for the hand of the user and they have a visible 

and pronounced nib, neither of which appear here. They are feathers. 

"Dormant" is not a bird posture that I'm familiar 

with. http://heraldry.sca.org/primer/birds.html details the usual postures. Then 

there's http://heraldry.sca.org/loar/2003/11/03-11brd.html which details some period 

postures. Is it identifiable? Especially with the head against the body like this ... and 

is the head posture blazonable? "Regardant" doesn't quite cut it, and we can't blazon 

it as "head tucked under a wing" because we can see the head. 

The chevron should be placed slightly higher on the field. This would be good, since 

it would allow more room for the bird. 

Let's try "Per chevron gyronny of eight traits gules and argent and gules, on a 

chevron sable two feathers argent, in base a swan dormant reguardant argent." I'm 

still not sure that properly describes the field or the head posture. 

Lillia de Vaux (Diademe) at 2012-09-04 20:11:55 

Note the following: 

[Per fess gyronny of eight traits issuant from the line of division Or and gules, and 

sable, a demi-roundel issuant from the line of division sable and a scorpion Or.] This 

device is returned for violating section VII.7.b of the Rules for Submissions, which 

requires that "Any element used in Society armory must be describable in standard 

heraldic terms so that a competent heraldic artist can reproduce the armory solely 

from the blazon." The above is the best blazon we could come up with, but we are 

not confident that even this blazon would cause a competent heraldic artist to 

accurately reproduce the emblazon. 

On resubmission, should the submitter wish to use a gyronny field issuant from a per 

fess line of division, he should document the practice to period. Commenters were 

entirely unable to find documentation for this practice. Lacking such evidence, a 

gyronny field issuant from a per fess line of division is not registerable. [Decimus 

Iulius Crassianus Macedonicus, Jan. 2011, http://heraldry.sca.org/loar/2011/01/11-

01lar.html 

I think this precedent should be extended to other field divisions like per chevron 

unless documentation is found to support it. 

http://heraldry.sca.org/primer/birds.html
http://heraldry.sca.org/loar/2003/11/03-11brd.html
http://heraldry.sca.org/loar/2011/01/11-01lar.html
http://heraldry.sca.org/loar/2011/01/11-01lar.html
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Lillia de Vaux (Diademe) at 2012-09-09 22:24:24 

Oh hey. Found one. 

Virgil Raber, Wappenbuch der Arlberg-Bruderschaft 1548, fol. 220 (Klassik Stiftung 

Weimar Herzogin Anna Amalia 

Bibliothek; http://bilderserver.at/wappenbuecher/VirgilRaberEXAv2_52z2/, p. 

26/27) 

1: Image 1 

Gunnvor silfraharr (Orle) at 2012-09-10 21:40:30 

I suspect that the bottom half is sable with gold piles of some sort. 

Daniel de Lincoln (Troll) at 2012-09-12 22:13:01 

If she prefers her original Per pale argent and sable, two feathers in saltire 

counterchanged, it no longer conflicts with Isobel MacCaffery, Per pale argent and 

sable, a quill pen bendwise counterchanged. 

Underhttp://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/sena.html#A5E3, Change of Number of the 

Primary Charge Group, "A new submission which substantially changes the number 

of charges in the primary charge group from a protected piece of armory does not 

conflict with it.", and the buckets are 1, 2, 3, and 4-or-more, so 2 primaries clears it 

from 1 primary. 

I agree that the field is hard to blazon and I have not hiterto seen an example of this 

from period. 

I have not seen a heraldic bird dormant, and wouldn't the head of a dormant long-

necked bird be tucked under a wing anyway? Looking at it a couple of weeks later, 

my first thought was that it was a flamingo. 

Gawain of Miskbridge (Green Anchor) at 2012-09-19 13:37:27 

We find the field pretty much unblazonable. 

Magnus von Lübeck at 2012-09-22 13:02:00 

http://bilderserver.at/wappenbuecher/VirgilRaberEXAv2_52z2/
http://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/sena.html#A5E3
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To begin with this is not a new device. It is a resubmission from a kingdom return. 

Mislabeling of resubmissions as new is a growing problem in several kingdoms. 

Submitters, local heralds, and Asterisk are asked to please be careful to prevent this. 

This mistake affects whether money is due for the submission. Taking money from a 

submitter who is due a free resub is a violation of Laurel administrative policy and 

can get you in trouble. 

This also causes records grief for Laurel's records herald, kingdom heralds and 

commenters. If an item is marked New no one thinks to look for a submission history 

on it. 

Aryanhwy merch Catmael (Sans Repose) at 2012-10-09 09:48:08 

I agree with others who find the field unblazonable. 

I'm also not sure that birds can be dormant; avian and mammalian postures are 

usually not transferable. This would be "close" or "naiant" were it not for the twisted 

turned head. 

I'd blazon the feathers (note, NOT quills, which are spools of yarn) as "two feathers 

in chevron". 

 

 

5: Brenna inghean Dhòmhnaill - 

New Name & New Device 

Chevron Vert and cevrony argent 

and vert, in chief three thistles in 

fess argent. 

Submitter desires a feminine name. 

Sound most important. 

Submitted through Loch Soilleir 

Brenna (under the 16th century rule used as a first name) 

https://familysearch.org/pal:/MM9.1.1/J3VP-LYZ 

https://familysearch.org/pal:/MM9.1.1/J3VP-LYZ
https://oscar.sca.org/emblazons/Ansteorra/2014-01/Device_-_Brenna_-_BW.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/emblazons/Ansteorra/2014-01/Device_-_Brenna_-_Color.jpg
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Name: Aaron Brenna Gender: Male Christening Date: 13 Jan 1568 

Christening place: Saint Matthew, Ipswich, Suffolk, England 

Indexing project (Batch) number: P012277-1 

Dhòmhnaill 

http://www.panix.com/~gabriel/public-bin/showfinal.cgi/1249.txt 

<MacDonald> is a Scots or English form of the Gaelic <mac Domhnaill> or 

<Mac Dhomhnaill>[2]. In the second spelling, the <h> represents a softening of the 

<D> sound called "lenition" that is sometimes required by Gaelic grammar. The 

<Dh> was originally pronounced like the <th> in <this>, but by your period, it could 

be a ghsoundor even silent. 

Submitted through Loch Soilleir 

 

6: Cadet Purgat Tory - New Name  

This submission is to be associated with Andreas von Meißen 

Sound most important. 

Submitted through Elfsea 

<Cadet> English Surname (used as a forename); Mary Cadet, b 12 November 1617 

to father Richard Cadet. FamilySearch.org Batch C04366-7 

(https://familysearch.org/pal:/MM9.1.1/NNVB-L2W) Batch C is on the acceptable 

list from the May 2013 Cover Letter. 

<Purgat> English Surname: Matthew Purgat, d. 3 September 1618, father Nicholas 

Purgat. Familysearch.org Batch B05205-4 

(https://familysearch.org/pal:/MM9.1.1/J8RT-19S). The burial record for the same 

person is in Batch I04670-7 (https://familysearch.org/pal:/MM9.1.1/J8Jb-GML). The 

acceptability of both B- and I- batches is at the time of submission determined on a 

case-by-case basis. The two batches are on separate films (1736928 and 1752058, 

respectively), but both refer to documents from the same parish: the former to 

"Archdeacon's transcripts, 1560-1812" and the latter to "Bishop's transcripts, 1603-

1905", both from the Church of England Parish Church of Newington (Kent). The 

originals are housed at the Canterbury Cathedral Archives, Canterbury, Kent, and 

were filmed on 35 mm microfilm by the Genealogical Society of Utah, 1991-1992 

http://www.panix.com/~gabriel/public-bin/showfinal.cgi/1249.txt
https://familysearch.org/pal:/MM9.1.1/NNVB-L2W
https://familysearch.org/pal:/MM9.1.1/J8RT-19S
https://familysearch.org/pal:/MM9.1.1/J8Jb-GML
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(https://familysearch.org/search/catalog/461190?availability=Family%20History%20

Library). Images are not available for either microfilm, but two different 

transcriptions from what appear to be the original records lends makes it likely this is 

a period spelling of the name. 

<Tory> - English Surname: Elizabeth Tory, m. 1610 to Jonathan Harpam. 

FamilySearch.org Batch M01178-3 (familysearch.com/pal:/<M9.1.1.NX7N-J27). 

Batch M01 is on the acceptable list from the May 2013 Cover Letter. 

The September 2012 Cover Letter ruled that family names documented in 16th C. 

England may be used to create given names. Constructed names are explicitly 

allowed under this ruling. 

SENA Appendix A indicates that double surnames are allowed for all byname types 

in Middle/Early Modern English. 

Correction: 20140131 by Istvan: removed the form image posted publicly, since it 

contained PII. 

The above submission has images. To view them, see the URLs below: 

#2  https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-38-52_Name_-

_Cadet_-_doc1.jpg 

#3  https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/T-20-38-54_Name_-

_Cadet_-_doc2.jpg 

#4  https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-38-55_Name_-

_Cadet_-_Doc3.jpg 

#5  https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/T-20-38-57_Name_-

_Cadet_-_doc4.jpg  

 

https://familysearch.org/search/catalog/461190?availability=Family%20History%20Library
https://familysearch.org/search/catalog/461190?availability=Family%20History%20Library
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-38-57_Name_-_Cadet_-_doc4.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-38-55_Name_-_Cadet_-_Doc3.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-38-54_Name_-_Cadet_-_doc2.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-38-52_Name_-_Cadet_-_doc1.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-38-57_Name_-_Cadet_-_doc4.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-38-57_Name_-_Cadet_-_doc4.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-38-57_Name_-_Cadet_-_doc4.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-38-55_Name_-_Cadet_-_Doc3.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-38-54_Name_-_Cadet_-_doc2.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-38-52_Name_-_Cadet_-_doc1.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-38-57_Name_-_Cadet_-_doc4.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-38-55_Name_-_Cadet_-_Doc3.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-38-55_Name_-_Cadet_-_Doc3.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-38-55_Name_-_Cadet_-_Doc3.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-38-54_Name_-_Cadet_-_doc2.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-38-52_Name_-_Cadet_-_doc1.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-38-57_Name_-_Cadet_-_doc4.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-38-55_Name_-_Cadet_-_Doc3.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-38-54_Name_-_Cadet_-_doc2.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-38-54_Name_-_Cadet_-_doc2.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-38-54_Name_-_Cadet_-_doc2.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-38-52_Name_-_Cadet_-_doc1.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-38-57_Name_-_Cadet_-_doc4.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-38-55_Name_-_Cadet_-_Doc3.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-38-54_Name_-_Cadet_-_doc2.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-38-52_Name_-_Cadet_-_doc1.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-38-52_Name_-_Cadet_-_doc1.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-38-52_Name_-_Cadet_-_doc1.jpg
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7: Danek of Aarquelle - Resub 

Appeal of Kingdom Return of 

Device  

OSCAR finds the name registered 

exactly as it appears in October of 

2012, via the Outlands 

Azure, a lightning bolt bendwise 

argent, on a chief Or, a portcullis between two laurel sprigs vert. 

Submitted through Adlersruhe 

Previously submitted through the Outlands so I cannot access the commentary. 

The previous submission had an incorrect lightning bolt, incorrect leaves, position 

issues with the leaves and the portcullis and was advised to redraw. 

 

 

8: Dragonsfire Tor, Canton of - 

Resub Appeal of Laurel Return of 

Badge  

OSCAR finds the name registered 

exactly as it appears in February of 

1991, via Ansteorra 

Per fess embattled azure and gules, a pile inverted Or 

Submitted through Dragonsfire Tor 

I cannot find previous commentary (the only badge submission I can find was 

returned in 1996) 

 

9: Ennelyn Phye Heidwolf - New Name (Comment)  

[Notify me when this Name is commented on]  

https://oscar.sca.org/index.php?action=120&id=38736-1
https://oscar.sca.org/index.php?action=100&loi=2413&dsn=38736#9
https://oscar.sca.org/emblazons/Ansteorra/2014-01/Device_-_Danek_-_BW.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/emblazons/Ansteorra/2014-01/Device_-_Danek_-_COlor.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/emblazons/Ansteorra/2014-01/Badge_-_DFT_-_BW.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/emblazons/Ansteorra/2014-01/Badge_-_DFT_-_Colr.jpg
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Submitter desires a feminine name. 

Culture (14th-15th Century German) most important. 

Submitted through Bjornsborg 

Per SENA: Double given German Name Allowed. 

http://www.s-gabriel.org/names/talan/bahlow/bahlowFem.html 

Enneyleyn (Ennelyn) from Anna, 1358-1383 

Phye From Sophie, 1351-1383 

Siemacher, v.1, pg 682 

Hied(e)wolf, Header entry, See Heiddle, 1528 (Hans Heidwolf) 

s.n. Heidolf, =y=, =ph, As a surname derived from a "nickname" 

(Sippennamen) 1479 (Mich. Heydewolfe and Hedewulff). 

 

 

10: Guy Trenchmere - New Name  

& New Device  

Sable on a pile embowed inverted 

throughout argent, a serpent 

knowed sable between two skulls 

sinister and dexter chief argent 

Submitter desires a masculine name. 

Sound most important. 

Submitted through Eldern Hills 

The submitter wanted his name to be from the thirteen hundreds. 

<Guy> the first name Guy is found as a name used in the 1330's (The Hall of 

Lawford Hall) A history book of those who were owners and Proprietors of Lawford 

Hall. 

http://www.s-gabriel.org/names/talan/bahlow/bahlowFem.html
https://oscar.sca.org/emblazons/Ansteorra/2014-01/Device_-_Guy_-_BW.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/emblazons/Ansteorra/2014-01/Device_-_Guy_-_Color.jpg
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<Trenchmere> Mention of an Alan Trenchmere is found within the page of the 

Victoria History of the County of Sussex 

Submitted through Eldern Hills 

The above submission has images. To view them, see the URLs below: 

#1  https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-33-08_Name_-

_Guy_-_doc1.jpg 

#2  https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-33-09_Name_-

_Guy_-_doc2.jpg 

#3  https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-33-11_Name_-

_Guy_-_doc3.jpg 

#4  https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/T-21-33-12_Name_-

_Guy_-_doc4.jpg 

 

 

11: Jón Ljótsson trételgja - Resub 

Appeal of Laurel Return of Name & 

Resub Appeal of Laurel Return of 

Device  

Sable, three wood chisels argent 

This submission is to be associated 

with Jon Luthersson 

Submitter desires a masculine name. 

No major changes. 

Language most important. 

Culture most important. 

Submitted through Elfsea 

Jón - Norse male given (ONN p12) 

Ljótsson - Norse patronymic (Ljótr - Norse male give ONN p13) per ONN p17 

trételgja - Norse nickname meaning 'wood-carver' (ONN p19) 

https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-33-12_Name_-_Guy_-_doc4.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-33-12_Name_-_Guy_-_doc4.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-33-12_Name_-_Guy_-_doc4.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-33-11_Name_-_Guy_-_doc3.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-33-09_Name_-_Guy_-_doc2.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-33-08_Name_-_Guy_-_doc1.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-33-12_Name_-_Guy_-_doc4.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-33-11_Name_-_Guy_-_doc3.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-33-11_Name_-_Guy_-_doc3.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-33-11_Name_-_Guy_-_doc3.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-33-09_Name_-_Guy_-_doc2.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-33-08_Name_-_Guy_-_doc1.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-33-12_Name_-_Guy_-_doc4.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-33-11_Name_-_Guy_-_doc3.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-33-09_Name_-_Guy_-_doc2.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-33-09_Name_-_Guy_-_doc2.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-33-09_Name_-_Guy_-_doc2.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-33-08_Name_-_Guy_-_doc1.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-33-12_Name_-_Guy_-_doc4.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-33-11_Name_-_Guy_-_doc3.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-33-09_Name_-_Guy_-_doc2.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-33-08_Name_-_Guy_-_doc1.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-33-08_Name_-_Guy_-_doc1.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-33-08_Name_-_Guy_-_doc1.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-33-12_Name_-_Guy_-_doc4.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-33-11_Name_-_Guy_-_doc3.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-33-09_Name_-_Guy_-_doc2.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-33-08_Name_-_Guy_-_doc1.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/emblazons/Ansteorra/2014-01/Device_-_Jon_-_BW.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-33-12_Name_-_Guy_-_doc4.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-33-11_Name_-_Guy_-_doc3.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-33-09_Name_-_Guy_-_doc2.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-33-08_Name_-_Guy_-_doc1.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/emblazons/Ansteorra/2014-01/Device_-_Jon_-_Color.jpg
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ONN is the no-photocopy reference to The Old Norse Name by Geirr Bassi 

Haraldsson 

Submitted through Elfsea. 

The submitters original name is Jon Lutherson 

Previous commentary: 

5: Jon Lutherson - New Device 

OSCAR finds the name on the Ansteorra LoI of February 28, 2011 as submitted. 

Argent, a cross barby purpure 

Submitter email: arastya@yahoo.com 

No ruling could be found on whether or not the cross barby could be considered X2 

different from a coptic cross. We are therefore forwarding this for consideration, 

noting the possible conflict with "Argent, a Coptic cross purpure." (Passchyer 

Bisscop, Device, May 2005). 

In commentary it was noted that the Cross Barby was used, both historically, and 

modernly, as imagery for National Socialist and White Supremacist groups. It was 

decided to forward the evidence we have uncovered and ask for a ruling on whether 

the cross barby should be added as a restricted charge. 

Nyilaskereszt is Hungarian for "Arrow Cross" and was the symbol of the 

Nyilaskeresztes Párt - Hungarista Mozgalom, a Nationalist Socialist party. A photo 

of the party headquarters can be found at http://www.holocaust-

history.org/hungarian-photos/ [Image 1] 

The symbol is used by the modern Nationalist Movement, a hate group in the United 

States, as "Gules, on a cross barby argent, a cross barby azure voided 

argent." http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crosstar [Image 2] 

The display of a Cross Barby is outlawed in Hungary, according to information found 

in a ruling by the European Court of Civil Rights Case of Vajnai v Hungary, the 

Hungarian law states (http://tinyurl.com/TotalitarianSymbols): 

Section 269/B - The use of totalitarian symbols: "(1) A person who (a) disseminates, 

(b) uses in public or (c) exhibits a swastika, an SS-badge, an arrow-cross, a symbol of 

http://www.holocaust-history.org/hungarian-photos/
http://www.holocaust-history.org/hungarian-photos/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crosstar
http://tinyurl.com/TotalitarianSymbols
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the sickle and hammer or a red star, or a symbol depicting any of them, commits a 

misdemeanour - unless a more serious crime is committed - and shall be sentenced to 

a criminal fine (pénzbüntetés). 

(2) The conduct proscribed under paragraph (1) is not punishable, if it is done for the 

purposes of education, science, art or in order to provide information about history or 

contemporary events. 

(3) Paragraphs (1) and (2) do not apply to the insignia of States which are in force." 

The Cross barby also appears in An Ordinary of Hateful Heraldry - by Vuong Manh 

in the Proceedings of the Caerthan Heraldic Symposium (1981). 

13a. Fieldless a cross barby at all ends untinctured -- HUNGARIAN NYILAS 

("Arrow-Cross") PARTY 

13b. Sable the like charge and in chief two crowns all argent -- 25th Armed Infantry 

SS Division "Hunyadi" * (First Hungarian) 

13c. Sable the like charge and in chief three crowns all argent -- 26th Armed Infantry 

SS Division "Gombos" * (Second Hungarian) 

Notes to the Ordinary 

13. The Hynyadis were the Royal house of Hungary in the late +XV when 

independent Hungary was making its last stand against the Turks and Hapsburgs. 

Gyula Gombos (1886 - 1936) was a Hungarian politician and antisemite who, as War 

Minister to Admiral Horthy, successfully got Hungary into the Axis. 

The above submission has images. To view them, see the URLs below: 

#1 https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=77/2011-02-27/22-39-53_jon_device1.jpg 

#2 https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=77/2011-02-27/22-39-53_jon_device2.png 

Device Comments: 

Helena De Argentoune at 2011-03-02 14:48:03 

This is a tough one. My extremist knee-jerk reaction is "of course it should be a 

restricted charge!" But really, like the swastika/fylfot or the pentacle, the decision 

rests on an evaluation of how the majority of the population of the SCA view the 

https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=77/2011-02-27/22-39-53_jon_device1.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=77/2011-02-27/22-39-53_jon_device2.png
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charge or can view the charge. This perspective dioes not rest on context or "use" of 

the charge, but is integral to the perception of the charge itself. 

How many countries besides the US and Hungary have hate-groups which use this 

charge in some tincture as their symbol? Is the common perception for this symbol a 

negative one? At one point in time, a negative connotation was associated with the 

pentacle. That changed over time. At one point in time the swastika/fylfot/bent-

armed cross had a purely positive connotation. That changed once it was associated 

with the actions of the Nazis and currently persists. 

Until I saw this submission and it's attendant documentation, I was unaware of a 

negative connotation for this type of cross. If most of the population of the SCA 

would go "huh? and don't think it's offensive. then perhaps it's not." For those who do 

find it offensive, how vehement is their dislike for this symbol? Are they likely to 

pick a fight (verbal or otherwise) as a result? Or does it only provoke mild 

grumbling? 

Again, the extremist in me thinks that all symbols which belong to all hate groups 

should be restricted charges. The realist in me recognizes that we could end up with 

no useful charges as a result. I do think that tin addition to a list of "restricted 

charges," we might consider having a "list of charges to be careful with" that would 

include all insignia of known "hate" groups. The reason I suggest this is because of 

the following case: 

Within a certain barony within Atenveldt registered a lovely populace badge which, 

as many do, echoed the badge of the barony. Some time later, a subset of that 

barony's population started lobbying to replace the populace badge, but the reason 

why was never published in their discussions over a potential design. Still, about half 

the population wanted to keep the current badge and half were quite strident in their 

demand for a new one. When I asked their herald why the call for a new populace 

badge that still seemed beloved by many, he said that it was virtually identical to that 

used by a particular white supremest group (whose name I cannot recall). To which I 

said "oh." The matter has since been tabled, but the problem remains. For myself, I 

cannot imagine that the founders of that barony would have chosen that populace 

badge had they known of it's similarity to one used by a "hate group." If we'd had a 

list of those insignia on file, the problem might have been sidestepped entirely. 

Nicholas de Estleche dictus le Tardif (Edelweiss) at 2011-03-03 17:46:47 
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I'd be inclined to allow this particular submission. As seems to be usually the case 

with this particular set of groups, one of the defining features is a gules field which 

isn't the case in the submission. 

Alexander Ravenscroft (Torch) at 2011-03-08 20:07:53 

If we consider this cross to conflict with a cross flory, I think conflict with Rayne 

Louveciennes should be called. April of 1988 (via the West): Argent, on a cross 

fleury purpure, a rose argent. 

In the case of the two crosses, the tips are different, but I'm not sure if they are 

different enough. 

Lillia de Vaux (Eastern Crown) at 2011-03-31 06:15:59 

Hmm. The fact that it's actually outlawed in part of one of our kingdoms 

(Drachenwald) makes me lean toward banning the charge. (Since we can't restrict use 

on a kingdom-by-kingdom basis!) 

However, I'd also like to know if this is a period type of cross. 

Bruce Draconarius of Mistholme (Batonvert) at 2011-04-22 13:53:23 

I have found no period examples of the cross barby. Parker (p.159) cites only modern 

examples of its use. 

Rohese de Dinan (Red Hawk) at 2011-04-18 07:35:16 

No conflicts found. 

 

12: Lazarus Heidwolf vonRobel - New Name  

Submitter desires a masculine name. 

Language most important. 

Culture (13th-15th Century German) most important. 

Submitted through Bjornsborg 

Lazarus = "Medieval German Given Names from Silesia" by Talan 

Gwynek http://heraldry.sca.org/names/bahlow_v.htm cites Lazarus dated to 1400. 

http://heraldry.sca.org/names/bahlow_v.htm
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Siemachr, v.1 pg 682 = 

Hied(e)wolf, Header entry, see Heidolf, 1528 (Hans Heidwolf) 

s.n. Heidolf, =y=, =ph, As a surname derived from a "nickname" 

(Sippennamen) 1479 (Mich. Heydewolff an Hedewulff). 

vonRobel - de Robele = Bahlow sn Rõbel dates de Robele to 1260-1317 **Submitter 

prefers vonRobel but will accept de Robele. 

 

 

13: Maeve Ogmundndottir - New 

Name & New Device 

Gules, a maden facing dexter 

argent, maintaining a ladle proper. 

Submitter desires a feminine name. 

Language most important. 

Culture most important. 

Submitted through Eldern Hills 

<mauve> is found in two different reports from the Academy of Saint Gabriel (1207) 

and report (1377). The reports show it is a common Irish female surname. 

<Ogmundn> from a list of common men's names (ogmund) - Taken from the 

Academy of Saint Gabriel report (2685) 

<dottir> meaning daughter of- 

Submitted through Eldern Hills 

The above submission has images. To view them, see the URLs below: 

#1  https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/T-21-06-51_Name_-

_Maeve_-_doc1.jpg 

#2  https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/T-21-06-52_Name_-

_Maeve_-_doc2.jpg 

https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-06-52_Name_-_Maeve_-_doc2.jpg
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https://oscar.sca.org/emblazons/Ansteorra/2014-01/Device_-_Maeve_-_Color.jpg
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#3  https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-06-54_Name_-

_Maeve_-_doc3.jpg 

#4  https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-06-56_Name_-

_Maeve_-_doc4.jpg 

 

14: Robin of Cambria - New Name Change  

OSCAR NOTE: 'Old Item' should contain the former primary name. The form that is 

there is not a registered name. 

Old Item: unknown, to be retained as an alternate name. 

No major changes. 

Meaning most important. 

Submitted through Loch Soilleir 

The submitter would prefer the second spelling of the name without the E. 

Robin 

https://familysearch.org/pal:/MM9.1.1/J7J5-8HP - Scan attached 

Cambria 

http://www.llgc.org.uk/imndex.php?id=533 

You are here: Home Page>Collections>About our Collections>Maps>16th and 17th 

Century Mapping of Wales 

Cambriae typus by Humphrey Lhuyd, 1574 

The earliest printed map to clearly show Wales was Sebastian Münster's Angliae 

Triquetra Descriptio of 1537. However, this map of Great Britain showed little detail. 

Copyright Llyfrgell Genedlaethol Cymru/The National Library of Wales 2007-2011 

Last updated: 30-11-2010 

http://books.google.com.au/books?id=gEIAAAAQAAJ&printetc=frontcover&dq=%

22of+Cambria%22+wales&hl=en& 

https://familysearch.org/pal:/MM9.1.1/J7J5-8HP
http://www.llgc.org.uk/imndex.php?id=533
http://books.google.com.au/books?id=gEIAAAAQAAJ&printetc=frontcover&dq=%22of+Cambria%22+wales&hl=en&sa=X&ei=6pXwUY3sCa2viQfXs4CQBA&ed=0CDEQ6AEwAA#v=onepage&q=%22of%20Cambria%22%20wales&f=false
http://books.google.com.au/books?id=gEIAAAAQAAJ&printetc=frontcover&dq=%22of+Cambria%22+wales&hl=en&sa=X&ei=6pXwUY3sCa2viQfXs4CQBA&ed=0CDEQ6AEwAA#v=onepage&q=%22of%20Cambria%22%20wales&f=false
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-06-56_Name_-_Maeve_-_doc4.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-06-56_Name_-_Maeve_-_doc4.jpg
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https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/21-06-54_Name_-_Maeve_-_doc3.jpg
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sa=X&ei=6pXwUY3sCa2viQfXs4CQBA&ed=0CDEQ6AEwAA#v=onepage&q=%

22of%20Cambria%22%20wales&f=false 

The above submission has images. To view them, see the URLs below: 

#1  https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/T-20-54-48_Name_-

_Robin_-_doc1.jpg 

#2  https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-54-50_Name_-

_Robin_-_doc2.jpg 

#3  https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2013-09-29/T-19-06-59_Name_-

_Robin_Doc3.jpg 

 

15: Robin of Cambria - New Name Change  

OSCAR NOTE: 'Old Item' should contain the former primary name. The form that is 

there is not a registered name. 

Old Item: , to be retained as an alternate name. 

No major changes. 

Meaning most important. 

Submitted through Loch Soilleir 

The submitter would prefer the second spelling of the name without the E. 

Robin 

https://familysearch.org/pal:/MM9.1.1/J7J5-8HP 

Cambria 

https://llgc.org.uk/index.php?id=533 

You are here: Home Pge > Collections > About our Collections > Maps > 16th and 

17th Century Mapping of Wales 

16th and 17th Century Mapping of Wales 

Cambriae typus by Humphrey Lhuyd, 1574 

http://books.google.com.au/books?id=gEIAAAAQAAJ&printetc=frontcover&dq=%22of+Cambria%22+wales&hl=en&sa=X&ei=6pXwUY3sCa2viQfXs4CQBA&ed=0CDEQ6AEwAA#v=onepage&q=%22of%20Cambria%22%20wales&f=false
http://books.google.com.au/books?id=gEIAAAAQAAJ&printetc=frontcover&dq=%22of+Cambria%22+wales&hl=en&sa=X&ei=6pXwUY3sCa2viQfXs4CQBA&ed=0CDEQ6AEwAA#v=onepage&q=%22of%20Cambria%22%20wales&f=false
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https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2013-09-29/19-06-59_Name_-_Robin_Doc3.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-54-50_Name_-_Robin_-_doc2.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-54-48_Name_-_Robin_-_doc1.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-54-48_Name_-_Robin_-_doc1.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-54-48_Name_-_Robin_-_doc1.jpg
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The earliest printed map to clearly show Wales was Sabastian Munster's Angliae 

Triquetra Descriptio of 1538. However, this map of Great Britain showed little detail. 

Copyright Llyfrgeil Genedlaethol Cymru/The National Library of Wales 2007-2011 

Last updated 30-11-2010 

http://books.google.com.au/books?id=gEIAAAAQAAJ&printsec=frontcover&dq=%

22of+Cambria%22+wales&hl=en& 

sa=X&ei=6pXwUY3sCa2ViQfXs4CQB&ved=0CDEQ6AEwAA#v=onepage&q=%

22of%20Cambria%22%20wales&f=false 

The above submission has images. To view them, see the URLs below: 

#3  https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-55-58_Name_-

_Robin_doc3.jpg 

 

 

16: Sabiha al-Zarqa' bint Hakim 
al-'Attar - Resub Appeal of 

Kingdom Return of Device  

OSCAR finds the name registered 

exactly as it appears in January of 

2013, via Ansteorra 

Argent, a semy of cherry blossoms gules, a tyger passant 

erminois on a chevron rayonny in base sable. 

Submitted through Eldern Hills 

Previous commentary: 

Device Comments: 

Gunnvor silfraharr (Orle) at 2012-08-31 09:13:07 

Reblazon: Gules, a lyon sejent erect regardant maintaining a sewing needle bendwise 

Or threaded sable and on a chief rayonny sable a scimitar reversed contourny 

between two cherry blossoms affronty Or. 

http://books.google.com.au/books?id=gEIAAAAQAAJ&printsec=frontcover&dq=%22of+Cambria%22+wales&hl=en&sa=X&ei=6pXwUY3sCa2ViQfXs4CQB&ved=0CDEQ6AEwAA#v=onepage&q=%22of%20Cambria%22%20wales&f=false
http://books.google.com.au/books?id=gEIAAAAQAAJ&printsec=frontcover&dq=%22of+Cambria%22+wales&hl=en&sa=X&ei=6pXwUY3sCa2ViQfXs4CQB&ved=0CDEQ6AEwAA#v=onepage&q=%22of%20Cambria%22%20wales&f=false
http://books.google.com.au/books?id=gEIAAAAQAAJ&printsec=frontcover&dq=%22of+Cambria%22+wales&hl=en&sa=X&ei=6pXwUY3sCa2ViQfXs4CQB&ved=0CDEQ6AEwAA#v=onepage&q=%22of%20Cambria%22%20wales&f=false
http://books.google.com.au/books?id=gEIAAAAQAAJ&printsec=frontcover&dq=%22of+Cambria%22+wales&hl=en&sa=X&ei=6pXwUY3sCa2ViQfXs4CQB&ved=0CDEQ6AEwAA#v=onepage&q=%22of%20Cambria%22%20wales&f=false
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-55-58_Name_-_Robin_doc3.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-55-58_Name_-_Robin_doc3.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-55-58_Name_-_Robin_doc3.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-55-58_Name_-_Robin_doc3.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/emblazons/Ansteorra/2014-01/Device_-_Sabiha_-_BW.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/20-55-58_Name_-_Robin_doc3.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/emblazons/Ansteorra/2014-01/Device_-_Sabiha_-_Color.jpg
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The chief is a color charge on a color field and must be returned, ref. SENA 

A.3.B.4.a. "Charges must have good contrast with the background on which they are 

placed." (http://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/sena.html#A3B4a) 

Eldrich Gaiman at 2012-08-31 19:30:23 

That creature clearly has a beak. Is it therefore a tyger? Lion, in fact, would have 

probably been third on my list of guesses just after rat. 

The complex charged sable chief on a gules field requires documentation for support, 

right? 

Reblazon: Gules, a tyger sejant erect reguardant maintaining a sewing needle Or and 

on a chief rayonny sable a scimitar between two cherry blossoms Or. 

Tanczos Istvan (Wreath Emeritus) at 2012-09-02 21:45:40 

Even just a plain line sable chief on a gules field would require documentation, yes. 

This is probably going to need documentation of sable chiefs with complex lines of 

division on gules fields. 

Andreas von Meißen (Nautilus) at 2012-09-16 14:37:07 

In fact, I thought this was a rat until I read your comment and then the blazon. I 

concur that this is not a lion. It's either a tiger or a rat. 

Lillia de Vaux (Diademe) at 2012-09-04 13:18:16 

Don't we need to mention that the needle is threaded? 

The complexity count is 8 (gules, Or, sable, critter, needle, flower, sword, chief), not 

counting the thread. Per SENA, we don't count the tincture of unblazoned bits that 

are only there for artistic detailing, so the argent in the claws and tongue is not 

counted. 

If the thread needs to be blazoned, the compexity count is 9. 

Daniel de Lincoln (Troll) at 2012-09-24 22:57:34 

Note that SENA has a change from the RfS. 

Per http://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/sena.html#A3E2 , the limit of 8 is now a hard limit 

http://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/sena.html#A3B4a
http://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/sena.html#A3E2
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instead of a rule of thumb: "Items with a complexity count of eight or less receive no 

penalty for complexity from this rule.". 

As for whether the threading counts, it goes on to say "All charges, including 

maintained charges, are counted, though objects worn by an animal or person do 

not." http://heraldry.sca.org/loar/2012/05/12-05lar.html#53(that is, earlier this year) 

is 

Morgan Donner. Device. Gules ermined, a threaded needle and a bordure, all argent. 

This device is returned for conflict with the device of Ursula Johanna Silbernagel, 

Purpure, a needle argent threaded Or, a bordure argent. There is one difference for 

the change of field, but the thread is considered a maintained charge and does not 

count for difference under either the Rules for Submissions or the Standards for 

Evaluation. 

So this must be returned for complexity as well as the undocumented color-on-color 

chief. 

Gawain of Miskbridge (Green Anchor) at 2012-09-19 13:46:21 

"rayonny" "lion" "sejant" "chief" "Gules, a tyger sejant erect regardant 

maintaining(?) a needle (bendwise?) Or threaded and on chief rayonny sable a 

scimitar point to sinister between two cherry blossoms Or." Unfortunately the sable 

chief on the gules field is color on color. 

Aryanhwy merch Catmael (Sans Repose) at 2012-10-09 13:14:59 

Among the other issues noted by other commenters, the flowers are "affronty" not "in 

profile". 

 

 

17: Simona della Luna - New 

Badge 

OSCAR finds the name registered 

exactly as it appears in July of 2012, 

via Ansteorra 

Argent, three decrescents azure one and two 

http://heraldry.sca.org/loar/2012/05/12-05lar.html#53
https://oscar.sca.org/emblazons/Ansteorra/2014-01/Badge_-_Simona_-_BW.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/emblazons/Ansteorra/2014-01/Badge_-_Simona_-_Color.jpg
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Submitted through Bryn Gwlad 

 

 

18: Stephan Wilhelm Steger - 

Resub Appeal of Kingdom Return 

of Device  

OSCAR finds the name registered 

exactly as it appears in March of 

2013, via Ansteorra 

Gyronny sable and Or, on a tankard 

argent a dragon displayed gules 

Submitted through Hellsgate 

Previous submission comments: 

ffride wlffsdotter (Goutte d'Eau) at 2013-08-03 18:03:01 

The name was registered March 

2013, http://oanda.sca.org/oanda_name.cgi?p=Stephan%20Wilhelm%20Steger 

Brenna Lowri o Ruthin at 2013-08-07 21:50:28 

If I am interpreting SENA correctly (which I may not be), these are considered 

marshalled arms: 

2. Designs which Create the Appearance of Marshalling: In general, when any 

section of the field can only be understood as an independent piece of armory, it 

creates the unmistakable appearance of marshalling. 

c. Multiple Types of Primary Charges: When different sections of the field contain 

different types of charges, it creates the appearance of marshalling. 

For example, Quarterly gules and azure, in bend two crosses crosslet and in bend 

sinister two roses argent creates the appearance of marshalling, as does Quarterly vert 

and erminois, in bend a badger and a fleur-de-lys argent. Per pale argent and sable, a 

unicorn sable and a dragon Or combatant creates the appearance of marshalling. In 

each case, the different types of charges create the appearance of marshalling. 

http://oanda.sca.org/oanda_name.cgi?p=Stephan%20Wilhelm%20Steger
https://oscar.sca.org/emblazons/Ansteorra/2014-01/Device_-_Stephan_-_BW.jpg
https://oscar.sca.org/emblazons/Ansteorra/2014-01/Device_-_Stephan_-_Color.jpg
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Aryanhwy merch Catmael (Schwarzdrachen) at 2013-08-08 02:07:20 

You are correct; this is indeed marshalling. 

Konrad Mailander (Rouge Scarpe) at 2013-08-15 13:33:32 

I agree, this instantly appeared to be marshaling to me. 

 

 

19: Wulfgar Laufslagur - New 

Name & New Device  

Per bend sinister gules and sable, a 

bend sinister argent between a 

drakkar and a Thor's hammer Or. 

Submitter desires a masculine name. 

Sound most important. 

Submitted through Eldern Hills 

<Wulfgar> found in the Academy of ST Gabriel (entry 1310) 

<Lauf> Icelandic for club (specifically as a card) taken from an Icelandic translation 

book 

<slagur> Icelandic for trick. Taken from an Icelandic translation book 

Submitter wants the last name to be early (prior to 1000 AD) Icelandic (Norse) 

meaning 'card trick' 

Submitted through Eldern Hills 

The above submission has images. To view them, see the URLs below: 

#1  https://oscar.sca.org/showimage.php?I=529/2014-01-30/T-21-02-01_Name_-

_Wulfgar_-_doc1.jpg 

 

In service, 
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HL Adalia VondemBerg 

 
OSCAR counts 9 Names, 2 Name Changes, 11 Devices and 2 Badges. There are a 

total of 24 items submitted on this letter. 


